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Abstract—The majority of software development today is being conducted in a value-neutral setting, where each functionality once being locked down as a part of software release is treated as equally important. This limited visibility of the real value perceived by customer inside software engineering organizational departments has significant consequences in the way the technical quality of the product is being evaluated and maintained. The relentless pursuit of efficiency in the software engineering domain requires a broader view of long-term economical consequences of any product-related decision. Technical debt typically is an internalized (engineering-based) assessment. We propose to expand the understanding and visibility of the technical debt by introducing a model driven approach to provide the means to assess the technical debt impact on perceived product quality parameters, such as codebase/design and architecture, engineering productivity, and finally the company’s business return on the engineering investment. Furthermore, the case studies presented in this paper are focused on the application of the technical debt concept—how it could be identified, measured and what are the consequences of not managing it. The key principles of this concept were proved to be valid while evaluating the development of a major software system release. Finally, the need for balanced view for the technical debt management strategy is discussed, to ensure pay-off benefits are aligned with time-to-market expectations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The technical debt metaphor refers to the product’s deficiencies, caused by shortcuts or incomplete engineering knowledge, which may speed up software development and delivery, but inevitably have their drawbacks and incur additional, delayed costs [7][8]. Unfortunately, due to its mostly internalized nature (engineering-based), technical debt is sometimes hardly recognized even by the very business unit where it was created and which is responsible for business return on the engineering investment. We claim that focus should be not only on the product/solution deficiencies, but also on how the value perceived by customers and profitability of a business unit are directly or indirectly impacted. The significant problem with managing technical debt and establishing pay-off strategy lies in the definition of the value to the customer/product/business return. Therefore, we believe that binding technical debt to the real value for the customer and hence the products return on investment (ROI) for the business (profitability) provides a better understanding of the potential consequences of not managing it. Additionally, awareness of the current and predicted product/solution condition is raised as a leading indicator.

The realization of value during software development was also the rationale for Boehm’s Value Based Software Engineering concept [1][2], for which we propose a slight adjustment (marked by the dashed line) of the value realization feedback process to explicitly measure and manage technical debt (Fig. 1).

As a consequence, technical debt is analyzed and discussed in this paper as a three-layered model, consisting of codebase/design debt, architecture debt, and portfolio debt. From this perspective long-term consequences for engineering and business are visible and understandable, leading to an established communication strategy across these functional areas. This aligns the effort spent in the oftentimes numerous departments of an organization during the planning and execution phases. Missing any of these critical layers of value-added granularity will provide a considerably less robust prioritized definition, and as a result, a distorted view of potential consequences of the technical debt the organization has already experienced and accumulated and may well continue to do so.

While introducing the model-based approach and the discussing underlying rationale, this paper provides also specific examples of how to calculate the technical debt value for subsequent layers, and how the total technical debt value may be coherently assessed. This discussion is supported by the results of two experiments. The first one was conducted to compare the subjective and objective ways of assessing the technical debt, the second—to understand the consequences of the missing knowledge about technical debt and related management strategy. Finally, we discuss

Figure 1. Value realization feedback process enhanced with technical debt cost assessment
the consequences the proposed model incurs and suggest further areas of the research and investigation.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Although Cunningham refers to technical debt as a result of gaining knowledge during development [7][8], rather than deliberate choice, we should not neglect the fact that sometimes the latter is justifiable, as suggested by Brazier [3]. Some may suggest that technical debt should be tightly coupled only with the coding aspects that were caused deliberately, as it was referred by Fowler [12]. Furthermore he states that the question should be whether the technical debt metaphor is useful to discuss the design problems. This was supported by the technical debt quadrant concept referring to whether the debt is prudent or reckless, and running into it was deliberate or inadvertent [12]. Other authors expand the technical debt metaphor and propose the Modern Portfolio Theory [15] to calculate technical debt and the resulting associated risk. The risk based approach for software architectural decisions was also discussed by Fairbanks [10]. Following that path (usefulness of the metaphor), we propose to integrate these aspects tying technical debt to real business value in order to enhance communication and visibility.

III. THE MODEL

Understanding technical debt and how it changes over time should be performed consistently across the organization for both the product and the portfolio. In order to achieve this goal we propose a three-layered model aligned with a typical software product development lifecycle (Fig. 2). Note that codebase/design debt is aggregated by architectural debt, and this in turn is aggregated by portfolio debt.

![Figure 2. The three-layered model of technical debt](image)

The rationale for this approach stems from a software development process analysis. The P-Diagram approach [17], usually employed for process risk assessment and impact analysis, was used for this purpose (Fig. 3). From this perspective technical debt can be thought of as an unintended byproduct of the software product development process as well as a noise factor of current development practices. Thus, we define technical debt as:

- Caused by the very nature of the software product development practices,
- Creating negative feedback loops, which impact all the intended outputs: product quality, engineering productivity, and organizational profitability,
- Being impacted by control factors, including—but not limited to—technical debt management strategy.

![Figure 3. Technical debt in the context of software product development process](image)

A. Technical debt—“the process view”

The software product development process constitutes the framework for technical debt assessment. Any omission of these aspects inevitably leads to an incomplete view of the technical aspects concerned and may result in a technical debt management strategy counterproductive from the organizational perspective.

The P-Diagram components (Fig. 3) are defined as follows:

**Inputs** (Signal): requests for a change in the product, driven by the customer (Voice of Customer—VoC), the market (VoM), and/or the business (VoB).

**Outputs—Intended results** (Ideal Function)

- Product Quality: product characteristics, as perceived by both customers and producers,
- Engineering productivity (Voice of Process, organizational capability): functionality delivered considering effort spent, may be presented as the engineering organization throughput (optimized cost, quality, schedule, scope according to baseline capability index),
- Profitability (marketing/sales): the business return on the engineering investment between and within projects. This can be measured as the percentage gross margin.

**Outputs—Unintended results** (Error States): the technical debt itself, which may be referred to as product and process characteristics, internally perceived by the organization (business unit).

**Control factors**: They comprise all factors, which influence and control the software development process, decreasing its variability thus improving predictability. For example:

- **Engineering development environment**: Tools, quality control processes, continuous software integration
• **Knowledge management/sharing**: Activities pertaining to information interchange, supporting seamless communication, and ensuring optimal work assignments.

• **Technology/product management**: Activities controlling technical inflation \[11\] with focus on technology alternatives, ensuring robust testability.

• **Technical debt management strategy**

Noise Factors: They are out of the direct control of the engineering organization, for example: business pressures, stability of engineering organization (attrition), and the technical debt itself.

B. Technical debt trend—assessment and prediction

Despite the technical debt value being calculated, it will naturally evolve. The question how to address these changes should be reflected in the technical debt management strategy. As technical debt from an unintended byproduct becomes the noise factor later (Fig. 3), the trend impacting predictability of intended results needs to be constantly monitored.

Understanding the measured impact and process capability we are able to predict whether a technical debt level is acceptable. The metric here should provide information how the product’s current owner cares about maintenance and quality of the product, and how the value of technical debt changes over time according to the information provided by the portfolio and architecture teams. We also need to understand how value is being realized, and this information may be provided by a Value Based Software Engineering approach (presented earlier in Fig. 1). As a result, the current value of the technical debt may be determined in the broader context of the three-layered technical debt model. Additionally we are able to establish a threshold of how high the tech debt value might be when immediate action or a change in strategy is required and whether a technical debt pay-off is justifiable from the cost perspective.

IV. CODEBASE/DESIGN DEBT

The codebase/design debt is the most objective aspect of technical debt. It is a concept claiming that various source code quality indicators may be combined into one meaningful value easier to manage. This metric may be expressed as the effort required to change the existing codebase into an easy to maintain, well structured and testable code.

There are various aspects of both static and dynamic code characteristics that can be taken into consideration to create one meaningful technical debt metric. One can use code complexity measures provided by standard tools, such as Klocwork \[16\] or FXCop \[13\], to ensure that good coding practices are followed. Other tools may provide information that robust unit test coverage was assured. Enforcing well defined coding standards leads to a lesser number of defects introduced during integration to the version control engine, thus reducing the debt. Delaying integration of local software changes leads to a debt increase: the greater the delay, the less probability of an effortless integration. In principle, the set of measures and tools should explicitly reflect the software product’s true characteristics in its intended environment.

A. Measurement Approaches

One approach, proposed for Java-based projects, is the Sonar approach \[14\]. Sonar is an Open Source Software quality management tool, which leverages the existing ecosystem of quality open source tools (for example: Checkstyle \[4\], PMD \[20\], Maven \[18\], and Cobertura \[6\]), to offer a fully integrated solution for development environments and continuous integration tools. Being accompanied by technical debt plug-in, Sonar is able to monitor static and dynamic metrics on the project and enforce coding best-practice rules, supporting defect prevention effort.

Another way to assess technical debt in codebase/design may be Wisdom of Crowds technique, which is based on the approach proposed by Surowiecki \[22\]. This technique has already proved successful in the prediction of defect distribution among system areas \[23\] and, although not mentioned explicitly, it was a major component of a proposed test case prioritization approach \[24\]. The software development team, if mature, can readily assess the code quality with precision and predictable results. However, in order to properly assess technical debt using the Wisdom of Crowds method, the following conditions must be met:

- **Diversity of opinion**—each person should have an opportunity to voice private information (even if it is his/her view of known facts).
- **Independence**—we have to assure that people can voice their concerns/opinions, and not repeat those of more senior, influential ones.
- **Decentralization**—we have to ensure the opportunity to present different perspectives, as people are able to specialize and provide conclusions based on local knowledge.
- **Aggregation**—the mechanism to turn private judgments into a collective opinion.

A more detailed overview of importance of these factors and rationale behind them in the context of experimental setup may be found in \[23\].

B. Context of the three-layered model

Technical debt introduced in the codebase/design phase is tightly coupled with the code being implemented. It has direct impact on the codebase cohesion, coupling, process flow, etc. Additionally, in the Agile approach, design phase is reduced to minimum. So the overall code and design quality is the responsibility of a software development team and can be assessed together using the codebase debt in the broader context of the three-layered model. Importantly, the technical debt ratio in a product is more of a metric how the historical decisions were made, so it should not be used for comparison of the organizations’ maturity. Technical debt trend shows the efforts of the current software development team.

Monitoring technical debt trend in the product can give a software development team an early problem indicator,
before these software problems are actually released (where technical debt ratio has significantly grown during the project). Another way to use technical debt ratio is to compare particular areas of the same code, to identify where investment is required before any new feature is implemented. In order to establish consistent technical debt management strategy the team may define a baseline ratio for codebase/design debt that reflects the acceptable debt level for the product and optimize the particular code areas to limit this debt ratio below the desired threshold. However, some questions have to be answered: *When to stop optimizing? Should the code be optimized until it is “clean” and 100% testable?* Software development team may not possess this knowledge. It is the business/architecture team that knows what the software product’s roadmap and strategy is: whether it is a onetime development with no maintenance planned or mission critical software that will be maintained for years. A decision on acceptable level of codebase/design technical debt should be taken by the software development team, on the basis of a feedback loop from business/architecture to avoid sub-optimization.

C. Experiment 1: Sonar vs. Wisdom of Crowds

As it was mentioned earlier in this section, some tools exist, which provide the technical debt calculation, for example Sonar for Java-based products. However, more complex products or development environments may pose a serious challenge to find a consistent approach to evaluate the status of the product. This was the rationale behind comparing objective assessment provided by Sonar to the subjective measurement strategy based on the Wisdom of Crowds approach.

This experiment was conducted in one of the main components of a major system release. The developers prioritized modules according to the following criteria:

1. Where introducing changes is the most difficult
2. Which are poorly written (refactoring required)
3. Where there is high amount of latent defects

Survey results were compared to technical debt ratio calculated by Sonar. The results were analyzed for any correlation between objective measurements and subjective assessment of the technical debt value. The Pearson Correlation coefficient was calculated between each of the criteria and values provided by Sonar. In each case, correlation for the objectively measured technical debt (by Sonar) and the engineering assessment was significant. The first criterion is the closest to how technical debt is usually perceived—the consequences of earlier short-cuts of incomplete knowledge for current work (state of the product being maintained). Not surprisingly, the highest correlation with objective Sonar assessment was observed—the correlation coefficient reached 0.84 (Fig. 4). For criteria 2 and 3, the correlation was also significant, reaching 0.75 and 0.67, respectively.

There is one more aspect, which was considered in this assessment. An additional question was asked: Do you think it is necessary to pay-off technical debt in an area before any changes are introduced? The correlation with technical debt value reported by Sonar is significant (0.61); however we should also focus on the specific measurement points, where although debt is low, engineers insist on paying off the debt. This provides further insight into architectural or portfolio debt concerns.

These three criteria mentioned earlier by no means exhaust technical debt concept, but may provide a representative guideline for the assessment. Modules, which accumulated higher technical debt, are perceived as:

- Most difficult to have changes introduced,
- Badly written (require refactoring),
- Highly riddled by defects.

Statistically significant correlation was observed. This assessment provides us with a good overview of the quality perceived by engineering (e.g. maintainability) as well as overall quality visible to the customer (e.g. error proneness of certain system areas).

If we use all the answers as a basis for aggregation, instead of aggregating them question by question, the Pearson correlation coefficient still remains high (0.77). Therefore, we claim that having common understanding of technical debt and its consequences, the subjective measurement based on the Wisdom of Crowds method can provide reliable and consistent results in comparison with objectively defined measurements (in this case Sonar output). This fact opens a possibility of measuring the technical debt in more complex software products, even of a heterogeneous nature.

D. Experiment 2: Naturalistic observation—technical debt management

The following study was conducted to answer the question whether it is worthwhile to consider technical debt—not only as quality indicator for already existing code, but perhaps as a quality gate for software development activities. Unfortunately, delayed payment for what cannot be easily measured, or not knowing the potential consequences and value (real costs) usually causes technical debt to be neglected and accumulate over time, until it is very difficult and costly to address. Without a value associated to this, it is usually omitted during task prioritization. In this experiment, we wanted to understand how two similar modules behave if one is optimized against technical debt concerns and the second is not.

![Figure 4. Correlation of objective and subjective assessment methods (difficulty of introducing changes in software modules).](image-url)
Typically, preparation of an experimental set-up focuses on establishing a controllable environment. Unfortunately, the very activity of preparing for the experiment may impact its results. This is manifested in the social proof phenomenon described by Cialdini [5]; in our case, engineers may try to figure out what is the expected “good” result and therefore inadvertently optimize their work against it. Providing some framework before the experiment, even without any explanation about the quality of the value to be compared against, may also cause additional obstacles—such as cognitive bias, known as anchoring [25], impacting the results. In this particular case, we were in a very good position as the study was actually a naturalistic observation [21], i.e., no direct researcher influence was disturbing the engineering activities. The retrospective analysis of the results was performed.

We were assessing two similar database replication handler modules, which were developed for two similar database engines. The first one was taking into consideration technical debt and adhering to the rules defined by Sonar plug-in (module_1), and the second one was developed without the knowledge and proper application of that concept (module_2). Both modules were handling data synchronization and monitoring mechanisms, and the same development approach was used: pair programming during similar timeframe. Looking into technical debt as reported by Sonar, the value for module_1 was 2.5 times smaller than for module_2.

The chart presented below shows the defects found and their distribution among testing phases (Fig. 5). What can be observed is that number of defects found in module_1 was 2.6 times smaller than number of defects found in module_2. Moreover for module_1 test screening effectiveness was much better at earlier phases (80%), as only 20% escaped this activity and was found during system tests. No defects were found post release. For the second module, similar box test effort was capable of finding 8% of defects, 69% were found by system tests, and finally 23% were found post release.

![Comparison of modules - Test screening effectiveness](image)

The development cost of the module written neglecting technical debt concerns was 10% smaller. But, as a result, the cost of fixing the problems in this module was almost two times higher than the initial creation effort. The results confirmed that neglecting technical debt incurs not only problems with maintenance later, but also causes higher amount of defects found both during development process and post release ones. We claim that technical debt value is a reliable prediction of future software product quality.

V. Architecture Debt

Numerous publications emphasize the fact that architecture is not only the macroscopic recognition of design, but constitutes the backbone of the system, orthogonal to its functionality, for example [10]. More importantly, the selection of architecture is a choice between multiple ways of implementing the system that accomplish an established set of functionalities. The choice of technology solutions—a decision made in the early phases of the project—implies a more or less explicit choice of the relevant architecture and may prevent the efficient refactoring later (inherent activity in projects using Agile approach). Therefore, reconstruction of the architecture, especially based on a specific technology, becomes much more costly. In this respect, the architecture related decisions should be the result of continuous, long-term analysis of customer needs, leading to an optimal solution selection. Moreover, changing the architecture or technology of software development needs to be a result of a complex analysis of the business process, and qualitative assessment against technical debt. So, the question arises: what metrics should be used to evaluate the architecture? One approach may be the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM), which offers “utility tree” analysis [19]. Architecture technical debt assessment can be done using quality factors like: modifiability, scalability, and latency. For example, modifiability directly affects the characteristics of the cost of change, which can be treated as expression of technical debt at an architecture level. It is essential that the assessment of architecture should be done in reference to the Voice of Business. Following the conceptual model of “Portfolio Management” [15], it is necessary to assess technical debt for each artifact created in the software production process. Nevertheless, information on technical debt from the architecture level is critical because it accumulates technical feedback from the engineering teams (involved in software development and test activities), and directly takes into consideration information from the business (portfolio). Fig. 6 shows a model of decision making at the architecture level, which provides a roadmap for software product, technology, and development process based on all factors mentioned earlier. These roadmaps define engineering strategy, which is driven by value and considers organizational capability.

Technical debt in this model is presented as a trend in the cost of software changes, and its calculation should take into account the estimated cost of changes expected by the customers in time. This prediction should also include the estimated cost of change as if it were to be done in alternative architecture or technology. As a result, the architecture technical debt can be expressed as a set of
characteristics representing the cost of changes for the current architectural solution and alternative ones. This assessment should constitute a feedback to the process of business analysis on portfolio level, where profitability trend of the investment should be determined.

VI. PORTFOLIO DEBT

The rationale behind portfolio debt layer (highly dependent on external factors) lies in a strategic alignment of effort spent by different organizational departments and common understanding of the goal to be pursued. Referring to the technical debt model shown in Fig. 2, a portfolio level is accompanied by Vision for a given product in terms of sales, market needs, technology, etc. Vision guides the strategy definition (architecture layer) and helps to align the software development effort (codebase/design layer). As a result, the profitability aspect needs to be taken into account, what can be expressed as:

\[ \text{Max}(\text{ROI}(t)) \sim \frac{\text{Sales}(t) - \text{Cost}(t)}{\text{Cost}(t)} \]  

where \( \text{Cost}(t) \) is defined as:

\[ \text{Cost}(t) = C_{\text{tools,IDE,COTS}} + C_{\text{migration}} + C_{\text{SW changes}} + C_{\text{other}} \]  

The selected technology should enable the organization to make an optimal decision, which aims at the highest ROI considering present and future customer needs and sufficient time to market. The result of optimizing the objective function (1) is a certain amount of observed technical debt. For example, lack of investment in new technology and refactoring at some point may just not yield the targeted ROI based upon VoB. Continued analysis of this trend can lead to a decision change, however still vulnerable to the risk of established customer goals volatility, emerging alternative technologies, or significant changes in market conditions.

For example, technical debt may show the estimate variation of the cost of change in time for the three possible technologies. Customers waiting for new and more complex features push the existing solution to the technological frontier. This prevents the effective implementation of new products or improvement of the existing ones.

Let us assume that a new technology emerges, which is very promising and the software team might be prone to immediate migration. However, this incurs a risk that expensive migration might not be justifiable from ROI perspective, as the benefits will not be realized in the expected timeframe. In such a case, a better strategy might be an evolutionary migration, where the current software is gradually modified (code refactoring) to compensate technical debt in relation to the new technology. The decision about final migration can be made when technical debt is reduced accordingly (Fig. 7).

![Technical debt limited to the context of architecture deliverables](image)

**Figure 6.** Technical debt limited to the context of architecture deliverables

![Technical debt driven by Voice of Customer optimized to control the refactoring of architecture](image)

**Figure 7.** Technical debt driven by Voice of Customer optimized to control the refactoring of architecture

The decision about migration to a new technology is dictated by potential profitability of the estimated cost of change reflected by the Voice of Customer (VoC). The new technology may require additional investment but it will be balanced by potential financial benefits that can be calculated on the basis of VoC and VoB information. Modern Portfolio Management offers a statistical method to calculate this risk, making decisions about technical debt reduction economically justifiable [15].

The need for accurate assessments and quantification of future customer/market needs and its associated ROI is evident. The approach of sales prediction (proposed by Eades [9]) may be used as a reference for measuring impact of technical debt on the value perceived by customers and company profitability. Having the sales pipeline properly filled in, the potential value (yield) for a particular functionality can be estimated at any point of time (Fig. 8), as well as technical debt value associated with it. However, when assessing market opportunity, not only value (interpreted as sales prediction) should be taken into account but also how it is aligned with product long-term portfolio planning and potential market needs. In summary, the nature of the portfolio debt trend may not be linear, as the debt reveals itself as a result of certain external factors. Therefore...
codebase/design and architecture layers have to take some degree of assumptions and risks (even if unconsciously). This further emphasizes the importance of communication links presented in the next section.

![Figure 8. Solution Selling Pipeline Milestone Chart](image1)

**VII. COMMUNICATION NEEDS**

Assessing technical debt as an inherent aspect of the software development process reveals the critical need for seamless communication and organizational alignment to understand and manage all three defined layers of the technical debt model. To remove obstacles with information interchange the communication links as presented in Fig. 9 should be established.

The discussed communication needs may be addressed using a matrix matching feature development schedule with potential benefits to be gained from technical debt pay-off. Such a matrix (table) complements the practical use of the three-layered model discussed in this paper. The sample matrix implementation is presented in Fig. 10. *SW Change Request* rows represent Technical Debt Items (TDI) assessed against quality attributes. For each TDI pay-off cost (column *Cost*) and savings per each roadmap feature (columns *Feature A, B, etc.*) are estimated. Each feature is assigned to a planned software release (top row: releases *R1, R2, etc.*) and has a total development cost associated with (row *Cost*). As a result different scenarios may be evaluated. For example: what is the benefit of having a particular TDI paid off in releases *R1* or *R2*, how does it change when scope of releases *R1* and *R2* will be released together? Such a matrix supports also discussions on the budgeting scenarios. Let us assume that a fixed budget (450kS) was planned for a given project. The total cost of the functionality planned for releases *R1* and *R2* reaches 500kS.

An investment in paying off technical debt items (170kS) provides us with the savings of 275kS only when features A, B, C, D are implemented together. Summarizing, having all technical debt items paid off, the gained benefits enable the company to develop all features within the fixed budget (3):

\[
450kS > 500kS + 170kS - 275kS
\]

![Figure 10. Technical debt vs. portfolio assessment matrix](image2)

**VIII. CONCLUSIONS**

The model proposed in this paper exemplifies the need for a framework, in which the technical debt has to be assessed and reveals clear rationale behind it. Moreover, various approaches to evaluation and quantification of technical debt were presented.

To answer the question *what if the cost prohibits using advanced analytical approaches, or there are no tools to support such an analysis (e.g. heterogenic solutions, auto-generated code)?*, we claim that a properly conducted subjective assessment based on the Wisdom of Crowds is capable of providing sufficient and reliable information to help in understanding the technical debt in such environments and may also support prioritization of refactoring tasks.

Technical debt prioritization may be considered in a three-layered perspective. The consequences of this model show how the defined layers (codebase/design, architecture and portfolio) depend upon and are related to each other. Neglecting any one of these dependencies may result in sub-optimization. Moreover, from a business perspective such an
effort may be treated as a waste (overproduction), which may impede further improvement activities initiated by engineering.

Technical debt management strategy should be the key concern, not relentless pay-off. The understanding and prioritization of the debt may be done on a value-basis, providing a bridge between the business and engineering, and a common strategy for the technical debt management. Furthermore, experiments indirectly stressed the importance of portfolio analysis, to confirm for which software components refactoring effort may be prioritized.

Even a high technical debt value may be discarded if a particular product is close to its retirement. A different approach may be taken when the product is planned to be expanded, to constitute the baseline for other products (according to predicted market needs). Another concern is maintenance time—for long-term projects, where maintenance is scheduled for years, the debt will have a different value comparing to the solutions for products, which have a significantly shorter life. Lastly, the criticality of issues which may occur is also a very important aspect, as mission critical communications should be treated differently than cell phone games.

IX. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Current work is focused on the validation of the three-layered technical debt model and calibration of measurement approaches among several organizational departments. Additionally there are further concerns which may be addressed by the future research. Several of them are mentioned below:

Technical debt communication:
- How to address the communication needs avoiding known “traps” in the organizations’ psychological and sociological composition (as team cooperation and software development are social activities),
- How much proprietary information is to be shared with broader audience? How to ensure it is properly handled?

ROI assessment:
- What factors should be taken into account assessing technical debt impact on engineering productivity? What is their relative impact and importance?
- How to assess and address the nonlinear traits of value-based technical debt trend?

Mathematical formulae:
- How the interdependence among technical debt layers can be approximated by mathematical formula—expanding the model proposed by Guo and Seaman [15]? How it may be deployed to measure technical debt in the company with rich software legacy, with no technical debt evidence consistently tracked?
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